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ARCHITETTO UGO MARIA LOBBA -

Personal Presentation

I was born on April 1, 1964 in Schio, a city of 40,000 inhabitants in the province of Vicenza ( the city of Palladio),
at the foot of the "Little Dolomites", which became popular in the early twentieth century with the development
of the wool industry of Alexander Rossi that earns the nickname "Manchester of Italy". From belonging to this
land I inherited predisposition to work, entrepreneurship, research and development of ideas and " know-how".
I graduated as a surveyor in 1983, and fulfilled his military service, I worked in Creazzo at Colve Italy SpA of the
surveyor. Bruno Zocche, assuming positions of estimating, measuring and accounting jobs and engineer on
construction of Montebello ( Extension of treatment); Latisana ( Public housing); Lignano Sabbiadoro ( Water
Park " Aquasplash "); Riccione ( Park aquatic " Aquafan ") and Schio ( New industrial structures).
Since 1988 I started working with various technical studies and local at the same time, I enrolled at the Faculty of
1994 with Conrad Ruaro, a degree in Architectural Design
Architecture of Venice ( IUAV), where I obtained in 1995
with highest honors. The thesis: "For the museum widespread dell'altovicentino: the service center of Schio,"
gave a lecture Valeriano Pastor and co Giovanni Luigi Fontana.
Since 1996, member of the Order of Architects, Planners, Landscape Architects, Conservators of Vicenza. In 1991
I married Sabrina, and I have two sons, Matthew and Helen Mary. Today I live and work in Schio, where, with
fellow student Corrado Ruaro, I founded the firm in 1995 and Associate Architects Lobba Ruaro. After winning the
competition in 2000 to design accommodation planning and urban design of the square " Al Bosco " in the
Municipality of Thiene (VI), I founded the " Studiocinque " with the architects Ruaro Corrado, Carlo Dal Bianco
(Director of the Bisazza Design Studio) Piero and Mauro Braggion Scalcerle for the realization of the work, which
was inaugurated in 2003.
The first years of work I have seen him involved in the study and research of tools for understanding,
interpretation and communication of Industrial Archaeological Heritage, in collaboration with prof. John and Dr.
Luigi Fontana. Massimo Negri.
Following the competition won in 2000, my interest has shifted mainly in the field of urban planning, recovery
and enhancement of historic centers and the architectural heritage of cultural history, the design 's Housing
within the company, and as an associate that as group leader, in charge of the coordination between the various
specialized figures, the grouping of Professionals " ARCHINGEO " based in Schio.
For several years, the environmental and energy issues have become a priority in my work philosophy: think, for
example, to the S. of the Ecovillage project Rocco Community in the area of S. Rocco prepared in Schio ( with
arch. Ruaro Corrado, Arch. Filippo De Franceschi, Arch. Massimo Zampieri, ing. Frinzi Bruno, ing. Lorenzo De
Pasquale and with the advice of the architect. Werner Schmidt) or counseling for the realization of 6 CaseClima in
the town of Marano Vicentino (VI) with the collaboration of Eng. Ruben Erlacher Klausen (BZ).
I have attended numerous training courses and specialization: in 1997 the first " European Seminar Update for
museum professionals," sponsored by the European Institute of Cultural Heritage and Museum Trust Emilia
Romagna Region under the auspices of the Council of Europe and in 2001 the first specialization course "
liturgical adaptation of churches after Vatican II" in 2004 at the " Seminar on updating the existing rules on
programming, planning and execution " in 2007 to " basic Training KlimaHouse " in 2009 to " course training for
the Security Coordinator in temporary and upgraded furniture Legislative Decree no. 81/2008, and in 2010 the "
training Course Design with AutoCAD Architecture 2010."
From 2013 are accredited Ve.Net.energia - buildings of the Veneto Region for the energy certification of
buildings.
Work daily with the following software: Autocad, Architecture, Word, Excel, Access, Power Point, Primus, Cantus
and speak good French and English at school level.
After over 25 years of experience in various fields of design, in particular museum, architectural and urban
planning, but also works of roads, car parks and public buildings, housing and urban redevelopment,
predominantly local level, and after holding virtually all scheduled tasks from my professional order, I feel the
need today to broaden my skills and knowledge, putting my know-how at the service of an organization that
operates nationally and internationally, in a structure that has an eye on the values sustainable development, that
is attentive to the preservation of resources, the environment and the promotion of social equity.
Schio, 24 gennaio 2014

